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Noida's India Expo Centre to host 
World Dairy Summit in 
September 
May 17, 2022 by webindiannews b1sbit 

Worldwide Dairy Federation (IDF)'s World Dairy Summit 2022 will probably be 
organised within the Nationwide Capital Area in September this yr. This was 
introduced at a curtain-raiser occasion on Tuesday, the place it was 
additibhally conveyed that dairy business stakeholders from over 40 
international locations would take part within the September summit. 

.. " 

Chairing the occasion, Sanjeev Balyan, the Union Minister of State for Fisheries, 
,Il.nimal Husbandry and Dairying, expressed his delight about India being a 
bunch. "It's a matter of nice delight that India has received the chance to host 
the World Dairy'Summit after 48 years," he stated on the curtain-raiser ofthe 
IDF World Dairy Summit 2022. '. " 

The summit will probably be held on the Better Noida Expo Centre (India Expo 
Centre and Mart in Better Noida) from September 12-15, 2022. . . 

"The world.'s development charge on this sector is simply two per cent, 
whereas the expansion charge in our nation is six per cent. The expansion 
charge on this sector in India will additional develop within the close to . 
: . ' . . 

future," he said. 

India holds the highest place in milk manufacturing on this planet. "Our 
manufacturing is 21 crore tonnes every year. The provision of milk on this · 
planet is 310 gram per day, whereas we're at 427 gram per day. So, there's a 
huge constructive distinction," Balyan exclaimed. 

Meenesh Shah, Chairman of Nationwide Dairy Improvement Board and the 
Member Secretary of Indian Nationwide Committee of IDF, stated that the 



dairy sector is pivotal for reinforcing India 's rural economic system because it 
offe rs earnings alternatives to about eight crore farmers. 

Atul Chaturvedi, Secretary on the Division of Animal Husbandry and Dairying, 
stated that the World Dairy Summit is the primary bodily occasion after the 
Covid-19 pandemic organised by the Worldwide Dairy Federation. 

Piercristiano Brazzale, President of Worldwide Dairy Federation, stated India is 
an important nation on this planet within the dairy sector. Underlining that IDF 
i~. a "world organisation", Brazzale stated, "IDF cares about all dairy chains, and 
we give all science-based help to the dairy sector." 

<::aroline Emond, Director Normal of IDF, stated the World Dairy Summit w,i1L, 
probably be an important alternative for dairy farmers, leaders, specialists;. '> 

scie~tists, .professionals and lecturers to attach, be taught and get impressed. 
"India's success story of girls empowerment will probably be shared with the 
world by way of the World Dairy Summit, the place we will be taught that dairy 
is an engine of improvement in India," she stated. 

World Da iry Summit is an annual assembly of the worldwide dairy sector, . . . 
bringing collectively roughly 1,500 contributors from all around the world. The 
contributors' profile contains CEOs and workers of dairy processing . 
corporations, dairy farmers, suppliers to the dairy business, academicians, and 
authorities representatives and so forth, a press release learn. . ,. . ',, _ 


